Monte Carlo calculation of dose rate distributions around the Walstam CDC.K-type 137Cs sources.
Basic dosimetric data for the Walstam CDC.K-type low dose rate 137Cs sources in water have been calculated using Monte Carlo techniques. These sources, CDC.K1 -K3 and CDC.K4, are widely used in a range of applicators and moulds for the treatment of intracavitary and superficial cancers. Our purpose is to improve existing data about these sources using the Monte Carlo simulation code GEANT3. Absolute dose rate distributions in water have been calculated around these sources and are presented as conventional 2D Cartesian look-up tables. Also the AAPM Task Group 43 formalism for dose calculation has been applied. The calculated dose rate constant for the CDC.K1-K3 source is A = 1.106 +/- 0.001 cGy h(-1) U(-1), and for the CDC.K4 source, A = 1.092 +/- 0.001 cGy h(-1) U(-1). The anisotropy of the sources are accurately studied and F(r, theta) tables are given. Also phi an(r) factors are presented. The radial dose functions are given as a polynomial fit to the calculated data up to 15 cm. Best-fit values of coefficients suitable for use in Sievert integral calculations have been derived.